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impossible can be more or less clearly imagined by the 
mathematician. 
I t  must not be forgotten that beside the resolution into 
plane waves dealt with abo~;e, there are an infinite number of 
resolutions into waves of other forms which are equally pos- 
sible, and several of which present themselves in optical 
inquiries. 
I am~ Gentlemen. 
8, Upper Itornsey Rise, N,~ Very falthfu]ly yours, 
July 14, 1897. G. JOHI~STONE STOI~EY. 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON A NICKEL STRESS TELEPHONE. BY 
F. ft. JERVIS-SMITH~ M.A.~ F.R.S.~ MILLARD LECTURER~ TRINITY 
COLLEGE, OXFORD. 
A T page 26 of the present volume of the Philosophical Maga- zine a Nickel Stress Telephone is described by Messrs. Garrett 
and Lucas. When I was working in 1891 on the magnetization 
of wires of iron, steel, and nickel, which had received a permanent 
set, I found that excellent elephonic effects could be produced by 
means of wires under stress (p. 395, Phil. Mug. 1891, vol. xxxii.). 
The authors of the paper mention the difficulty of co,nparing the 
speaking-powers of different instruments. I expect hat a form of 
electrodynamometer, which was shown in the Electrical Exhi- 
bit.ion in Paris of ]881, would be found of use in comparing the 
relative outputs of different kinds of telephonic apparatus. The 
instrument was constructed thus :--a small light coil, carried on 
a balanced arm hangiug by a bifilar suspension, moved over a 
curved solenoid which passed through it. The alternating current 
generated by a telephone when transmitting a musical note gave 
a large deflexion of a light straw pointer attached to he suspended 
arm. 
Oxford, July 2~ 1897. 
ON TttE INTERFERENCE~ AHD THE ELECTROSTATIC DEFLEXION 
OF KATHODE RAYS. BY PROFESSOR JAUMANN. 
Two parallel k~thode plates at a distance of 2 cm. from each 
other are connected by a wire loop 250 cm. in length, and the 
negative current of an induction machine is passed by means of a 
sliding contact. By displacing this along the loop, with a suitable 
adjustment he bright sharp plane is displaced in which the two 
blue kathode lights interfere without becoming essentially broader. 
This, being an action of a slight difference in the conducting 
circuits to the kathodes, cannot be explained otherwise than as an 
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surfaces of feeble kathode rays may be doubled or bifurcated if the 
rays are stre,gthened. This phenomenon may be compared with 
the bifurcation of the interference sllrfaces of strong sound waves 
which was demonstrated by E. Much. 
The, author contests the existence of Goldstein's deflexion as 
being due to an action at a distauee of the kathode elements on 
the kathode rays~ The phenomena o~ deflexion may be explained 
partly by interference and partly by the electrostatic deflexion 
of kathodic rays. 
Even before ~he discovery of the electcostalic deflexion of 
kathode rays, it was inferred from the theory of the author that 
simple feeble kathode r~ys follow the maxima and minima lines of 
the electrostatic field, but are deflected from these lines by 
magnetic force. This is c~cutated to explain all the deflexions of 
the kaehode rays hitherto known. Above all, this explains what 
a t  first sight is the unexdgeeted, direction of the electrostatic 
deflexion of the k~Lthode rays, as well as the deflexion of the 
s~arting-point on the kathode. The statement of E. Wiedemann 
that in the electrostatic deflexion only the starting-point is 
displaced, and that the rays continue rectilinear and perpendicular 
to the kathode is experimentally refuted. 
The spontaneous stretching of the kathode rays is brought nearer 
au explanation as being a simple phenomenon of discharge. This 
incited experiments to compel the kathode rays to travel to the 
anode. .Aiwde rays were obtained,-that is kathode rays which 
proceed from the side of the glass, but do not remain perpen- 
dicular, but curve to the anode, and collect in a thin stem. The 
glass side scarcely fluoresces at all, but there is a bright fluorescent 
spot on the corresponding prepared anode. These anode rays are 
of the same nsture as the kathode rays and show also corresponding 
deflexions.-- Wiener .Beriehte, July 1897. 
ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE BRIGHTiN~ESS OF DAYLIGHT,  
BY H. W. YOGEL. 
The author gives the following as the results of a series of 
observations on this subject by a method which he describes; 
they were made in Berlin in January of this year in very variable 
weather, and show the enormous differences of daylight in winter. 
Jan. 13, 3 r.~. Strong fog . . . .  2 3 metre-candles 
,, 14, 2 P.~. Slight fog . . . . . .  79"59 . . . .  
,, 15, 2 P.~. Grey sky. Fog. .  89"55 . . . .  
,, 16, 2 P.~. Grey sky. Fog. .  55"54 . . . .  
,, 22, Sunny day. Clear, some- 
what misty . . . .  394-5 . . . .  
Wiedemann's Annalen, June ] 897. 
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